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Imagination is more important than knowledge. Knowledge
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I


Introduction: 
	
	I will want to begin by looking at the theoretical/philosophical background to the field of theatre writing and the way in which I believe it has influenced my work. I believe that my argument in this context  will not only be an evaluation of the nature of theatre writing and, in particular, my theatre writing which is, I will argue, by definition Creative Writing, but will provide the basis for my argument that the published work here presented has made an original contribution to learning.
	I will want to look at what the term original (see quoted regulation above) means for me. I will hope to show how this understanding of originality relates to the concepts of being and becoming which underpin my understanding of the writing process in a creative context and I will want to show how this process is most fully realised in the critical relationship in the theatre (as, I believe, in all art) of audience with creative work, that is the play on the stage. 
I will want to show further how the supporting structure of language in dramatic work is of particular importance to me and I will finally want to show how theatre as I understand it has the power to transform in the context of audience and how my concept of The Living Corpse, about which I will write later, is the agent of this transformative power and the embodiment of ‘becoming’ realised in character.
	In order to understand my process as a writer, and through that understanding offer my arguments for originality as clearly as possible, I will refer to the aforementioned philosophical concepts but it may appear on occasion as though I do this in a speculative and even journalistic way. My justification for any less than thorough examination of these notions is that while their consideration by me in general terms colours my creative motivation, they are not a conscious part of the actual creative process. I am not a philosopher but this fact ought not preclude my referring to these concepts where they have informed, no matter how tentatively, my creativity.
	As I have already suggested, the critical relationship in theatre is between audience and the action of the play. I will want to show that, ultimately, the audience creates the play. It is in order to argue this that I have posited the being/becoming dichotomy. ‘Becoming’ is a description of the audience’s relationship with creativity. To back this argument up I will want to say something about the relationship of structure with content in a creative context and the notion that we may think of the world of ‘structure’ as a possible world – a condition in which we repeatedly confirm certainties while the creative condition in which content determines structure is one whose terms we are not able to abstractly define or qualify and may be thought of in some senses as impossible because it is impossible to define it.
	I will hope to show that these connections I make:
	being – structure – the possible – untransformed
	becoming – content – the impossible - transformation
will form the basis of my argument for the validation of my originality. I will want to argue that the originality I claim for these plays rests on the relationship between these elements which I will hope to confirm through a direct referencing of the plays themselves and some account of the actual process of writing.

II

Being and Becoming

It has been said of the conflict between the native Americans and the, in the main, European settlers and, in particular, of the struggle between Crazy Horse and Custer  at The Battle of The Little Big Horn that while the former persisted in a state of ‘being’, the latter existed in a state of ‘becoming’. 
Crazy Horse’s world was one that had not, for centuries, changed. It was confirmed by possibility; it was secured by practised structure; in ‘being’ one trod the same paths in the same ways as all one’s antecedent generations back to earliest remembered times. For Custer, there was no structure; he would do the impossible: he would create a new nation - a nation coming into being; everything would change. Custer’s fate at that battle would ensure that his position was the enduring one while Crazy Horse would be allowed to delude himself for only a little longer. Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull and the Lakota Nation were conservative and reactionary, Custer, in these things, was the revolutionary. (It is an interesting if forlorn irony that the only foray of the Indians, as a nation, into creativity – the days of the disastrous Ghost Dance – would bring about their final defeat at Wounded Knee.)

My first assertion is that Art exists in a state of ‘becoming’. The condition of art is a revolutionary one. Theatre is the representation in a particular space of the artefact we call play created out of a desire to dramatize certain events. For me, the impulse behind the dramatization of those events -- the need to understand and analyse them in a way that responds to our innate, intuitive desire for beauty and unity -- is what makes it Art. This dissertation is about Theatre’s revolutionary condition. 
Art as I see it is the creative expression of original insight made public. To elucidate a little what this term original might mean, it is worth turning to David Bohm’s On Creativity where he asks: ‘But what is this quality of originality?’  Before answering his question, he offers this qualification:

It is very hard to define or specify. Indeed, to define originality would in itself be a contradiction, since whatever action can be defined in this way must evidently henceforth be unoriginal. Perhaps, then, it will be best to hint at it obliquely and by indirection, rather than to try and assert positively what it is.

He then continues:
One prerequisite for originality is clearly that a person shall not be inclined to impose his pre-conceptions on the fact as he sees it. Rather, he must be able to learn something new, even if this means that the ideas and notions that are comfortable or clear to him may be overturned.
	
In other words, originality may be described as becomingness.
The creative artist exists in a state of ‘becomingness’. I would say: he is never finished, neither is his work. A question that often exercises the theatre writer is – when is my play finished? Have I come to the end? The answer has to be: the writer cannot finish it; it can have no end in the obvious sense. (Attempts to give plays ends in the sense of something completed often results in awkwardness and a lack of truth.) To understand this we need to consider the relationship of the audience to the play it is watching.
The relationship of the audience with a play is an active one: it is a process of ownership. In this sense, the relationship of an audience with, say, a film, is passive. In film, ownership lies entirely with the director. By contrast, when characters appear on a stage in a play they are, every time, characters in search of an author. That author is the audience. The audience will determine the meaning of the play; I will want to argue that this gives the audience a moral involvement with the play. The characters do not exist before the play begins but they will go on after the temporal end of the play. The play is in a state of constant becoming (cf. reinterpretations of Shakespeare); the only end to the play is the death of the audience.

III

Structure and Content: Utah Blue  
Another point I want to argue forcefully is that in writing that is creative i.e. Art, structure is determined by content. I was driven by this argument in the writing of my play Utah Blue. 
The play Utah Blue concerns the double-murderer Gary Gilmore who came to the world’s attention when he insisted that his mother state do what it should do to its recalcitrant son and carry out the death sentence it had imposed on him. 
Writing a straightforward biography was out of the question: as I see it, in biography structure determines content. The structure in biography is shaped of the facts as we know them and this shaping determines how we relate the account of those facts. Structure produces a state of ‘being’. Such work I would argue is not art and the work is not original. It is not creative. It is conservative which is why biographies are so popular.
I first came across Gilmore in the early 1980s in Norman Mailer’s account of his life in The Executioner’s Song. I felt an immediate affinity with Gary and his critical relationship with the woman Nicole. Mailer had interviewed Nicole and made extensive use of the letters she and Gary had sent each other mostly while Gary was in jail. 
Gary Gilmore was born and raised in a Mormon home. The Mormon culture was one that had developed out of struggle. Constantly under attack for its unconventional beliefs like that of polygamy, it sought nothing more urgently than safety and security, that is, structure, all exemplified, finally, in the great temple in Salt Lake City. Gary was a rebel. Gary was also an artist. A fine painter. We suspect that criminality and creativity are often the two sides of the same coin but why? This is would be a driving theme the play.
	Gary had a younger brother, Mikal. Mikal would want to be a writer. Mikal’s struggle with Gary -  with Gary’s choosing criminality not art -  interested me; by setting up a fictitious account of Mikal’s relationship with Gary’s lived life I wanted to explore how Gary’s creativity could have resolved itself in the most appalling acts of criminality. Focusing on the relationship between the brothers in this way would have serious implications for the structure of my play while also being an account of my central argument.
	Ordinarily one might expect a play about Gary’s life to climax with his execution. But in my play, Gary’s execution comes at the end of Part One, half way through the play. As I have already suggested I feel strongly that in non creative work structure imposes limits; in creative work there can be no limits, its structure will be determined by whatever is needed to convey the content to the audience. The content of the play would determine the structure. What Utah Blue is ultimately about is not the account of Gary’s life reconstituted from the facts about his life, but how Mikal would deal with a life (his own) in collision with those facts.
	Early in Part Two of the play, Mikal cries out for Pocahontas. This follows a speech in which he is at some boundary of meaning. He is grieving for Gary and grieving for the Indians but his plea is for security and certainty in his life as, for him, exemplified at this moment by the grounded figure of Pocahontas (a reference to the argument I made earlier about the relationship between the American Indians and the white settlers). It is a cry for structure – for knowing where he is so that he can deal with the intolerable tensions in his life in Gary’s wake. By the end of the play, he has broken from Gary and Gary’s imprisoning force, freed himself and the play from conservative structure and released the work into the true state for theatre – that of perpetual renewal.
	In April 2008 a group of actors produced Utah Blue. I received an email from the actor who  directed it. He wrote: 

		We’ve begun our explorations of the piece now with an early “process week” . It’s been a 
fascinating journey to the heart of darkness that is Gary’s Utah, or should that be This 
World, and we are all excited by what is being revealed.  I find it leaking into and 
colouring my perceptions of the world outside – as art rightly should.  During this process 
we’ve begun to evolve an abstract and dismembered stage world and language which is 
somewhat different from that which you describe in your stage directions. This has come 
from what you described as a “moral engagement” with the language and characters: a 
search for the underlying realities/truths/lies/forces. I’d be interested to know what your 
feelings may be on this kind of reimagining of the visual and spatial world of the piece.  

I explained that I believed that the play lived because of itself and what he and his actors did 
with it and not because of me. I suggested that the play is in a state of potentially ‘perpetual renewal’ and that seeing the text on the page should not cause any misunderstanding; the printing of a play is a convenience not a prescription. 
	I asked him to think of the play as a poem and suggested as an example of what I was talking about that he consider Dylan Thomas’ poem, The Refusal To Mourn, The Death By Fire, Of A Child In London. 
The poem ends with the line “after the first death, there is no other”. What is the poet saying? He will not “blaspheme down the stations of the breath” (to be compared with the stations of the cross?); he will not mouth the words of hypocrisy to sanctify the death of the child as long as we as a species continue with war? Is he saying that until we learn from “fathering” nature that we do not by gift inhabit the “humbling darkness” and the “silence” of the “still hour” the poem can’t itself find peace; can’t belong to the majesty of the sea “tumbling in harness”. This is how I interpret the poem. I believe that the poem is forever renewed by what it condemns. That is how I understand the last line: after the first death there can be no repose in the comfort of finality. Only when we abandon the killing of innocents might we find completion. The poem’s power lies in never being able to settle. So it is with my play. (At the point where poem or play is no longer renewable it becomes a museum piece.)



IV

Moral connectedness:

	In the email about the new production of Utah Blue reproduced above, the director referred to what I “described as a ‘moral engagement’ with the language and characters” and I have already made the point that when the audience determines the meaning of the play it has a ‘moral involvement’ with it. I firmly believe that Art is only meaningful when we, the audience, take on the responsibility of understanding it in a creative way. Without this involvement Art, as I have suggested, becomes work for the museum where professionals will tell us what it means. This, ultimately, is authoritarian and reactionary. Art should be radical, liberating and democratising through its power to educate.
	To restate the logic of what I’m arguing:
	Creativity (Art) must exist in a state of ‘becoming’ and ‘perpetual renewal’: the audience  determines its meaning; this causes the audience to be active and have moral connection. The ‘becomingness’ of art (in this case my plays) empowers the audience on a moral level. This gives art its purpose. This is the optimistic case. Without this logic, Art is reduced to entertainment; audiences are passive and the effect is of giggling without conviction while waiting for the end of being. This is the pessimistic case.
	I have argued that in Art content determines structure; if not there is no room for interpretation and moral connectedness. A simple, perhaps obvious example of how a failure to understand this by a director can render a play meaningless may be helpful:
	When my play Looking For The World  was produced on the Sherman Main Stage in Cardiff in 1987, the director employed his friend, an opera designer, to create the set. In the stage directions I had written:
		At the back of the stage to the right, diagonally, there are steps like
		those that may be found in front of a Greek temple. They are the steps
		leading into the hotel of YANNIS and MELINA PETROU.
		The steps were white but are now dirty and worn and signify 
		dilapidation. Nothing is seen of the front of the hotel. 
		 
Completely ignoring this direction, the designer produced on stage a mock-up of a hotel, replete with fairy lights, within which the actors were able to move about. The director, afraid of the text, had sought to impose a structure for the play within which he could move the actors around. The result was a dissipation of all tension and the removal of the desire in the audience to understand and confront the challenges of the text. The content had been subordinated to the structure (the ‘hotel’ being the most obvious manifestation of the authoritarianism of the director).


V

Wittgenstein’s Daughter:
	Having established my arguments for ‘being and becoming’ I would like to move on and look at how language and in particular dramatic language, working within the context of ‘being and becoming’ play a part in the learning processes of my plays.	
I have mentioned purpose: I do not believe that theatre can be meaningful unless it is Art and I do not think that Art can be meaningful without a purpose. Its purpose is to empower the audience – which is why I argue for the condition of ‘becoming’ in relation to the creation and appreciation of Art. In painting, sculpture and architecture we may speak of new ways of seeing. Perhaps a new insight into truth. Greater appreciation of Art will bring us into contact with the truth.
	If we are attempting to empower the audience then we must believe that we are going to introduce them to truths. If Art is the expression of beauty through harmony, by which I mean a harmonising of the forces that produce creativity and if, as Keats says, truth is beauty – and I think he is right – then our purpose is clear. For Keats, language is the agent of his belief.
By contrast, perhaps, Wittgenstein had argued in his late work that we have to fight against language’s bewitchment of our intelligence and our weapon in that fight is philosophy. And in his early philosophy the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus he had written: ‘Wovon man nicht sprechen kann, daruber muss man shweigen’ -- ‘whereof one cannot speak one must remain silent’. In fact, we know he was speaking about morality. What he was saying, in effect, in the Tractatus was that the only things we can talk about with certainty are tautologies: such propositions of scientific fact, for example, as that a triangle has three sides. ‘Three sides’ is contained in the idea of the triangle. Nothing else, i.e. the ‘whereof’, which includes morality, can be spoken about with this certainty. It is as if what Wittgenstein means by silence is that there is an absence of appropriate language because it is in the silence that everything that matters resides (an interesting concept in the context of dramatic writing where silences do not convey an absence of all language: silences are a fundamental part of dramatic dialogue). He does seem to be saying that language is used to confuse and even disempower us. What are the implications of this for theatre? 
As every playwright knows, drama tells its story through language (cf. film, for example, which tells its story through pictures). Plays rest on dialogue, that is, language; language in theatre carries the weight of the dramatization. If we are to hope for a moral connectedness in plays we would expect that language to represent the truth of things at some level. We must remember that language in theatre cannot carry aesthetic weight if it only reflects the superficial in its reporting of speech. Dramatic language thrives in the shadows of sub-text. On the face of it, Wittgenstein’s assertions may be seen as an attack on the power of theatre, if so, this, if I were to accept his authority here, would seriously compromise my view of theatre and its revolutionary purpose with regard to Society, Politics and Education which, it should be clear, are motivating interests for me. One may say: but in drama characters lie while other characters counter this by telling the truth. But, for me, the drama itself, as a totality, is a language and in this sense his words become an attack on playwriting. And there is also this: I do believe that part of my purpose as a writer is to encourage debate that might educate and educate in particular that part of the community that is least empowered. 
Let me say a little more about this.

VI

Moral silences:
In the ‘Notes on the Play’ of Wittgenstein’s Daughter, I wrote:
The play is not naturalistic. If the actors respond to the text and not the world outside the text then, for example, Alma’s giving birth won’t seem ludicrous or impossible… much of what is said in this play is not what the play is about. This isn’t a dramatic flaw; it’s the conflict between the two languages of dramatic form: the apparent language of our speech which is purely descriptive (it is no less valid as a language for speaking a lie than for speaking a truth) and the underlying language of what it is to be human. The conflict between these two languages informs, crucially, the language of dramatic synthesis where, in terms of the play, meaning resides.

This is more than simply saying that dramatic language ought not to be used expositionally, it’s going as far as not conceding that the action of dramatic time should be justified by the commonplace activities which litter ‘real’ time. We begin more clearly to see how this ‘purpose’ is unavoidably a part of the overarching aesthetic  providing, as it does,  that  impulse which leads us to deeper insight and allows theatre to get behind that which can be readily replicated. 
I believe that in our state schools students are taught to use language not as a means of expression but as little more than a tool to enable them to show what they have learned. If this is so then one might see the usefulness of what I am arguing and making the link between how, in the dramatic context, the language -- both the tool and the product -- works and how it drives me towards making the connection between Theatre on the one hand and Politics and Education on the other.
To try and understand what may have motivated Wittgenstein and to understand his notions of silence and how such silence may affect the moral connectedness I want for my audience, I began a dramatic investigation which became the play Wittgenstein’s Daughter
In his extremely controversial book on Wittgenstein, William Warren Bartley argued that the philosopher was a closet homosexual who conceived in his Tractatus a kind of anti-moral philosophy, the terms of which would prevent any discussion of his sexuality.
I imagined this scenario: that Wittgenstein’s arguments, which according to Bartley were dreamed up to deal with a private issue, had been used in a kind of post-modern conspiracy to strip language of its authority at the highest level so that philosophers (ironically, given Wittgenstein’s declared role for philosophers) like, for example,  Paul de Man could use the new philosophy of deconstructionism (the manifestation of this post-modern conspiracy), which incorporated Wittgenstein’s language of non-truth, in order to rewrite their own history and, in de Man’s case, hide from the world his own crimes as a fascist in the Second World War.
To put it at its simplest, I felt that if I could devise a theatrical metaphor for Wittgenstein’s attempts to impose silence with regard to his sexuality, it might enable me to construct an open-ended debate about what had happened to language in the Post War world which has caused us to arrive amongst other things at ‘the end of history’ philosophies.
Let me be blunt: if the working class – the class that most concerns me in this regard - does not even have the possibility of access to a language which might tell the truth about their condition  what is there? What weapon can that class have?
What I am trying to show in this essay and will further argue, is that my process of creativity necessitates the audience being involved with the creative work at a moral level by virtue of the condition of becoming. This condition is a democratising one. What I am saying by using the metaphor of Wittgenstein’s life and philosophy in the metaphor of my play, is that society fashions a moral silence by imposing structures of confinement on the ways things are seen (for, perhaps, in some cases like the desire for security, the right reasons).  My plays act against this moral silence (and as a consequence, I would argue, create a unique learning model).

Alma represents the class I am most concerned about (the disempowered; disenfranchised; de-democratised…) She has been stripped of language. The only way she can empower herself is to go to Cambridge to confront her ghosts. This she does. The play creates the debate but there are no conclusions. Alma’s life and the life of a culture which must struggle against the worst effects of post-modernism, begins where the play apparently ends: with Alma giving birth over the grave of Wittgenstein – a straightforward enough metaphor.
As I say in the notes to the play:
Post-modernism with its uncertainty is like a minefield…. Alma struggles through this minefield in which philosophical truth is caricatured as lie or in which simple lie masquerades as philosophical truth. Her journey is through a post- holocaust, post-modern landscape in which history seems to mean nothing and values are manipulated by the dead as, perhaps, in a nightmare.   
In a newspaper which has been used to wrap up the fish and chips she has bought for the meal she shares with the 101 year old Beckett and Wittgenstein’s Ghost, she reads of:
contemporary thinkers who have made it their declared aim to undo philosophy, to chip away at the foundations of thought and of the self who thinks, to shock and undermine -- to de-construct – the beholder’s sense of reality…. The end of philosophy thinkers claim there is no deep truth waiting to be discovered. In place of truth or reality, we have only limited human discourse.

The play is uncomplicated: Alma’s husband, the fascist, wants to talk about the end of history -- a distinctly fascist notion. Alma goes in search of her identity prompted by the Concierge, a cipher who represents her working-class origins -- being an incarnation of her father Beckett. He spurs her on to overcome his own sense of guilt (the working class are often the foot soldiers of fascism) at his own part in the collaboration between the classes which would deprive the working class of its language. She walks into a conspiracy which seeks to silence her and deny her her history by maintaining the idea that she is Wittgenstein’s Daughter, carrying the book about Wittgenstein, that for my dramatic purpose at least, tells the truth that Wittgenstein has sought to cover up. Alma is finally able to speak -- to possess a language which is the expression of her own authority -- with the aid of the Zohar article that explains so much for her. She has created a language and a moral presence for herself, out of the application of her intellect to the deepest philosophical arguments that arise from her case. She has brought light out of darkness. Language out of silence. Alma is a character in a state of becoming. She is looking for an audience who will see her journey into language (I would argue a creative language) as theirs.
In the ‘Notes To the Play’ I further wrote:
There is a conflict between the real language of being human and the apparent language of everyday discourse. To a large extent it’s that conflict upon which my dramatic intention writhes. The outcome, I hope, is an expression of the human condition and even a search for the meaning of that.

The implication is that there is something of an anti-creative conspiracy organised by the systems – government, education, media -- which seek to control us and deny us our search for what it means to be human by presenting the language of our everyday discourse, rooted as it is in that language received from propagandising politicians, tendentious journalists, TV, Hollywood, as the only language. These systems seek to impose a condition of ‘beingness’.
This play is the embodiment of those philosophical arguments that preoccupy me in my struggle to find a creative voice in a dramatic mode.



VI

Late plays:
In Astrakhan (Winter) I go deeper into the area of the responsibility of society and, in particular educationalists for creating moral silences. The central character Walker, is a professor of history who becomes politically involved in a civil war in a Russian republic. In fact, the war has been encouraged as a direct result of something he has written in support of one side in the conflict. I wanted to address the horrors of the Bosnian war and the immorality of forms of imperialism. Imperialism causes moral silences. One may say that it is imperialism, inimical as imperialism is to any notion of ‘becoming’, that is at every level the ultimate target of my theatre just as it is also the opposite of the transforming power of theatre I will come to talk about.
Walker is charismatic and vain. As a vain man one may imagine that his ideas about history – which are applauded by the side his bias encourages – serve his reputation rather than the truth. The practical outcome of his historical argument and his subsequent involvement in the war as a leader of partisans (an involvement very much encouraged by the flattery of those he leads, he being, as I say, a very vain man) is a massacre (cf. Srebrenica).
On the eve of the massacre he exhorts the reluctant Alyosha thus: 
We are in the process of creating your history! This process is unfinished! Let me remind you of the words of Michelet: ‘with the world began a war which will end only with the world; the war of man against nature, of spirit against matter, of liberty against fatality. History is nothing other than the record of this interminable struggle’. And I will say: beauty is not part of this history. We can’t afford this self-indulgence. We must first win. Your words, Lebedev, are very powerful. The women are weak with admiration but don’t let them weaken us. P.18

These arguments are reasonable but their intention is not the promotion of reason. 
Back home, Walker meets his son Luke who is being released from prison. Walker wants to reassure Luke that he will not hold anything from the past against him. They need a new beginning. Walker says to him, in a speech that will have deep and subverting resonances:
At best it’s like the man said: the past is a fiction
we’ve taken to our hearts. P.17

Walker refuses to accept his responsibility at every level and, instead, seeks to impose a moral silence in order to escape the consequences of facing his responsibility. This moral silence will be achieved in part by a book he intends to write, as he sees it, to begin afresh.
The play opens with Walker back in Britain declaring that he is a new person with a revised view of everything – including history. He says that he has made mistakes and is determined to put that right. The way he is going to do this (cf. Paul de Man cited in the section on Wittgenstein’s Daughter) is to re-write history.
An ex-student, Smerdyakov, who was with Walker at the time of the massacre and who is haunted with guilt about it, is encouraged by Walker to visit Walker in Britain. Walker’s intention is to seduce the morally driven Smerdyakov into his – Walker’s --  moral silence. In the outcome, Smerdyakov is physically silenced by the activities of Walker’s unstable son Luke.
It is my hope that the play obliges the audience, through their creative involvement with the arguments of the play, to forge a moral connection both with the events of the play and the implication of the play’s action for the wider world. It is as though they have to deal with the idea that the play may have made them murderers.

	One Saturday in August 2005 I was sitting in a C Venue in Edinburgh. I had come to watch my play Astrakhan (Winter) which was a part of the festival. The production was by Cambridge University ADC. The director was James Dacre the son of an editor of the Daily Mail. A mile away, at The Assembly Rooms the afternoon’s performance of the opera Manifest Destiny, for which I had written the libretto, had just ended. The London Evening Standard – part of that empire of the word which, I would argue, promotes moral silences (perhaps they epitomise Wittgenstein’s bewitching language) which is the British tabloid press, had sent a junior reporter to review the opera. What she wrote would lead to an action against The Evening Standard for libel (at the time of writing, unresolved). The opera, written before the invasion of Iraq, in the wake of the holding of terrorist suspects at Guantanamo Bay, had been produced as a benefit for the Guantanamo Human Rights Commission at The Tricycle Theatre in London. The production in Edinburgh opened two weeks after the London bombings. The opera looked at scenes from the life of an imagined woman suicide bomber/poet, confronting, as she saw it, America’s Imperialism in The Middle East which seemed a clear echo of its policy in the nineteenth century known as Manifest Destiny which resulted in the breaking of treaties with the Indians of the West. The declaration of the policy had come after illegal settlers had discovered gold. Custer couldn’t have known it but Manifest Destiny transformed his revolutionary (perhaps, after all, only cavalier) activities into the imperialism which would come to describe America’s condition of ‘being’. The reviewer characterised my creativity as anti-American the intention of which, she implied, was to glorify terrorism.
As I watched Astrakhan I was taken back to that Summer morning fifteen years before when a murder was discovered in the next village to mine. The murderer was a young man I knew: he was the son of a professor. The murderer had invited another young man back to his father’s house and through an evening of unspeakable brutality had killed the young man in stages. It is said that he ate a meal of cold beef and salad a little at a time in between episodes of the attack. His father, who I also knew, was a professor of history. He was a vain man. A man, who, it had always seemed to me, lacked the ability to love.
	During the Bosnian War a few years later, there emerged as one of the belligerent leaders on the Bosnian Serb side, a handsome man also vain, also a professor. His name was Radovan Karadzic.
	In the writing of a creative work, disparate elements are brought together in order to create a dynamic of surprise and unexpected movement which will militate against complacency in the reader/audience. It also creates an energy which will resist the temptation of the writer to impose an order of final meaning on the work.
	Dostoevsky, the great Russian novelist, has been an enormous influence on my writing and the final important element of the mix that made the play was the introduction of the character Smerdyakov, based on the illegitimate son in The Brothers Karamazov, modified with a helping of the Christ-like Prince Mishkin from The Idiot.
	As I watched my play, I saw the history lecturer I knew become Walker transposed to a small state in Russia fighting for its independence. A Karadzic figure, he is puffed up, driven by his vanity, leading those men who had succumbed to the propaganda he had offered with his reading of their history, to carry out a massacre with echoes of Srebrenica. The truth of the massacre would have been revealed by his disciple Smerdyakov who has arrived in Britain driven by guilt, except Smerdyakov is murdered by the son, Luke, over ownership of a tin cross which, in Luke’s crazed mind, because it was fought over by two peasants one of whom killed the other for it, is more priceless than any engraved dome in “Samarkand”.
	At the play’s end we have the beginning of a terrifying journey into a long night of guilt for all the world’s Walkers; the story and its implication will not settle or end until the audience determines it. How ironic, then, that somewhere in Edinburgh a journalist – a worker in that industry which defends valiantly its right to freedom of expression – was penning an attack on my creativity in terms which poured scorn not so much on what I had written, i.e. my creativity, but that I should have written it.
	

VII

Transformation
	A consequence of theatre’s ‘becomingness’ is its power to transform. Theatre has the power to transform because it speaks to us from beyond the temporal parameters that would seem to define it.
In my play, The Pimp, the poet Baudelaire after raping his long time partner Jeanne Duval, becomes what I call a living corpse as a result of which, paradoxically, he is able to see into the noumenal world of eroticism which is the world of his creativity and with such depth that he makes profound moral connections between drama and science. The ‘living corpse’ is a conceit that stands between ‘being’ and ‘becoming’ and, as a result, is an agent of transformation. For me, theatre’s ultimate power lies in its ability to transform – from being to becomingness; from passive states to active states. 
Baudelaire is the great moral poet whose music is so strange, so creative that he was long mistaken for the Devil’s most profound advocate. In an early poem he wrote:
I love the thought of ancient, naked days
			When Phoebus gilded statues with his rays.
			Then women, men in their agility
			Played without guile, without anxiety…

“without guile and without anxiety” – an innocent, erotic perfection?
	David Bohm, in his book On Creativity, points out that the ancient Greeks:
regarded the key or essential difference as being between the imperfection and corruption of earthly matter and the perfection and purity of heavenly matter (and who thus generalised the moral notion of difference between imperfection and perfection as the fundamental one, relevant for the whole of existence). The complicated movements of earthly matter were taken as revealing its imperfect nature. On the other hand, heavenly matter should express the perfection of its nature by moving in a circle, which was considered to be the most perfect of geometrical figures. 


	Where the Greeks saw imperfection as a template against which to judge activity that may be called moral or other wise, they also saw disorder. In other words, when one acts apparently immorally it is because of the flouting of moral codes and this is disorder. For Bohm there is no such thing as disorder but, rather, more complex kinds of order which suggests that moral judgements cannot be so simple as those offered by codes but are subject to more complex realities. In The Pimp, Baudelaire, as though anticipating Bohm searches for a language that pictures these more complex species of order: for that creativity in which lies boundless almost unimaginable beauty. (That “innocent, erotic perfection” mentioned earlier may exemplify this.) 
The outcome of his searching is dramatised in this way: Baudelaire is being prosecuted for six poems that appear in his major work Les Fleurs du Mal which the authorities have deemed obscene. In the play, while he sees the impending prosecution as good news as the consequent notoriety, he reasons, is bound to make him a substantial amount of money which will free him from the debts he has incurred over a lifetime, he also comes to see the six poems as the truest expression of his creativity. As though in these poems he has discovered previously hidden complex forms of order. The speech he makes at this point, I will quote at length as it in many ways sums up my own position. He says:
No, Mother! (To ANCELLE) Sir, I have come to see that these six poems are much more than simply an argument with our society’s authority and decorum. They are the essence of me as a writer. They embody my liberation. You have argued that double entry bookkeeping is liberating because it frees the movement of capital from the breakdown of bad accounting. But this is nonsense to the artist though I myself, for too many years, have been subject to its confining boundaries. And I see this clearly now. Those boundaries present a challenge to me. Beyond them lies the world of my creating imagination but to get out there, to cross the boundary involves conflict and we are taught from childhood to avoid conflict. So we ourselves reinforce the boundaries. I may have thought when I took Jeanne as a lover that I was breaking out of my confinement but I wasn’t. It was just fashionable to have a whore on my arm. So I failed to see the meaning of Jeanne. I supported her out of duty when I should have seen that she was the means to my freedom. Now I see the beauty in her; in this corrupted being. She is the obscenity in me. The six poems. To have sex with her as the body decays, as the lips of her vagina dry up and crack and her clitoris break off and her breasts lay on her ribcage like drained fruit skins….Don’t try and escape, Mother! This is the truth! We are nothing if not corruptible – out-pourings of the most violent decadence. That is why, when a child dies, the offensiveness of it lies not in the death of youth but that it was denied the journey to heaven it should have made: flesh fallen from exposed bones, inseminated as the odour of rot rises. I will not plead with the Empress! It’s not my poems that are the threat, it’s capitalism. Capitalism needs boundaries and they threaten creativity.

	This is a speech of transformation: he is ironically invoking Bohm’s Greek dichotomy by recognising, in a sense, his own disordered existence, but, paradoxically, is describing new orders of beauty – paradoxical because his invoking of the Greek dichotomy enables him to describe a creative beauty and a new moral status beyond the boundaries of the Greek position. He is also invoking my dichotomy of ‘being and becoming’. Baudelaire has found in the creative place a new aesthetic for eroticism. Or put another way: what enables the transformation into the world of theatrical aesthetic and that most beautiful ethic only accessed through creativity, is the connection the living corpse has with these more complex species of order. A species of order which, through the language of theatre and its aesthetic produces this paradox: that the most awful of crimes he has committed on his partner, have purified him. Unfortunately for Baudelaire in the play, he abandons his authority as living corpse and writes to the Empress in response to a demand to do so from his mother and from Ancelle the Family solicitor, the act of self-betrayal in which lays the seeds of his tragedy within the drama.   
 	I think of Baudelaire as the French Wagner and his oeuvre as an enormous liebestod. Music, like theatre, transforms time into space. And in Wagner I found a transforming influence on myself as I began my own life of writing; of becoming. In the Wagner opera Tristan and Isolde,  Isolde sings the liebestod (translated as Love Death) over the body of the dead Tristan. Wagner wrote that Isolde is transfigured when she sinks onto Tristan’s corpse.
	Isolde is transfigured to meet Tristan erotically in death in a way that can only be understood by applying my notion of the living corpse and its power of revelation to this manifestation of Wagner’s creativity. 
Isolde, like Gary, Baudelaire and the aged Casanova in my play Casanova Undone is an exemplar of the living corpse, transfigured and transformed by the theatrical aesthetic, that aesthetic which has to exist beyond the boundary of temporal reality. This, as I have argued, is the realm of creativity.
The theatrical aesthetic embodies this paradoxical necessity: that erotic activity and imaginings – the most profound proof of living – imply and need for their fullest expression the electric touch of death; that these meet in a crucible of rhapsodic transformation that is our creativity: our becomingness. That, in fact, for theatre not to inhabit this realm is a misuse of its own purpose and that purpose is what we cannot escape as sentient beings: to confront the realm of death and its archive of truth wherein the modes of existence we structure from mediocrity are annihilated to be replaced by the language of infinity.
The inconsolable sadness of solitude, which is how the living often appreciate death, is the absence of creativity or, we may say, the absence of any flirting with impossibility.

The Pimp is only nominally a play about Baudelaire; it is, in fact, the first of two plays about me the writer. The other is the play Solitude. They appear together in the volume Two Immorality Plays. I think of Solitude as the last play I will write, though I cannot say that with any certainty as I am myself in a state of becoming. But it is the play which, as far as I can tell, ends the play of my play-writer’s life, while my life continues beyond the play’s end.
	The Pimp was produced in a small theatre in London in a space only a little bigger than the average-sized living room.
	This is how I see the play in my mind’s eye:
In the living room a mother entertains her son and his mistress; she knows little of the son, he was borne to her on a wind which emerged from an ancient Platonic cave. He is enslaved by a world of primitive accounting; a world of insufferable bourgeois structure yet, subject to the mysteries of creation, he wishes that sex would save him. How was he ever born? His mother is a frigid old maid despite being in love with her solicitor. Nothing makes sense; poems fall from him like blood from a wrist. Then he writes his heart out. Six pieces flow from him, the quintessence of his creativity. In the living room there is revulsion and anger. The six are struck from the collection that makes his great work – Les Fleurs Du Mal – The Flowers of Evil, for being too true; for being obscene and the only way he can avoid prosecution and being struck from his mother’s life, is to apologise to the authorities, the guardians of being. After his death, the journey of his creation begins.
	
In the last months of her life Sylvia Plath wrote a collection of poems – Ariel – which, while making her famous, killed her. It was like dying in child birth; a death, less suicide than something ordained by the gods of creativity. What happened? The impossibility of conveying meaning in a culture in which intelligence is trapped in being. Plath took her poems with her into death forever becoming.
	In Solitude, Lily introduces the play as the ghost of the old woman she never became. It is the ultimate claim for creativity. She is Plath and she is me (though I have not yet put my signature to the death warrant). When she kills herself at the end of the play it is just part of a process of becoming that only some immeasurable quantum occurrence can end – impossible to imagine except as some abstract equation. Terrorising the whispered echoes of Heisenberg much as the daughter he never had deconstructs the skeleton of Wittgenstein.  				

VIII

Perpetual renewal:
Recently a group have shown an interest in producing Franco’s Bastard at The Edinburgh Festival. The play was first produced in Chapter Arts Centre in Cardiff. The production was not very good. Once again a director had been cowardly in the face of the text and sought to impose a structure through a detailed but clumsy set. The set deceived the audience into believing they were watching a realistic play to the extent that they came to see the main character as a not very flattering replication of a Welsh Nationalist leader who had recently died, rather than a character I had imagined while allowing aspects of the leader – who I had personally known – to colour my painting of the character. It led to confusion in the audience to the extent that stink bombs were thrown, demonstrators took to the stage and others walked out during performances.
The director of the group wanting to take the play to Edinburgh sent me this email:
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Mgsmkelly1@aol.com 
To: dicedwards@playwright30.freeserve.co.uk 
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2007 12:06 PM
Subject: On The Edge

Hi Dic
 
…….
 
I am still inching my way to a production of Franco's Bastard for Edinburgh. This play again has a much wider  human theme. Carlo is much more than a reflection of Cayo.
 
 I wonder how you would feel about writing the a scene where Carlo first meets Serena in the  pub. This will give us a chance to see a perfectly normal side of him. A kindly gent genuinely wanting to help this young girl, innocently with no ulterior motive, this would 'widen' the schizophrenia, though that's quite the word I'm looking for. I see him as sort of bi-polar but honest in all his feeling in what ever direction his obsessions may take him.
 
I hope you won't mind these comments. They are made in the light of seeing that the audience gets the most out of the play.
 
When I read your work T S Eliot comes to mind and he wasn't very well understood either!
 
All good wishes
 
Michael 


The play has already been published but it seemed to me that that wasn’t important. The printing of a play, as I wrote earlier, is a matter of convenience. In the spirit of perpetual renewal I wrote a new scene for Michael. (The scene is reproduced in Appendix 0I.)
	

IX
T.I.E.
While I would argue that all my plays, written in the true spirit of creativity, engage the audience by virtue of the moral connectiveness I have argued for as a learning process, I have since the early 1990s worked in a more direct way with the education system with the plays I have written for Theatre In Education companies producing plays for young people. For these plays and in particular Kid, the dynamic of the adult plays is, as it were, put under the microscope.
A central emphasis on language is important. At the heart of the play Kid is Nathan, who already exists in the presence of a moral silence imposed by a misuse of language. His response to this silence is his own refusal to speak to members of his family whom he sees as responsible for this state of affairs. All he will say is “kid” in a variety of oral modes  as though he were ironically expressing, with an absence of syntax and by comparison with those in his family who speak, an eloquence determined by the passion of his utterances – a passion which, I would hope, defines to some extent my dramatic intention. He finally relents at the end of the play after his silence has succeeded in producing what he wants which is that those things which concern his growing are addressed. He says (with an ironic sophistication) to his father:
Dad, how do you expect me to speak when you use speaking to hurt me? Why do you speak? Do you know why? Do you always know what what you say means? Or do you speak so that you can find other ways of shouting at me? You make me frightened of speaking!	That’s why I haven’t spoken! You make words into things that hurt! You should say nice things to me so that I can learn to say nice things to other people!

The character of Nathan in the play is, acutely, in a state of becoming: it is what drives the play and what determines his search for language. The play uses word games in order to evoke Wittgenstein’s entrapment within language that seeks not to promote learning or understanding, while suggesting in the determination of the children to master these games, an argument for creativity.
All my plays seek to dramatize those complexities of order which, as Bohm suggests, are often confused with disorder which, in the dramatizations, through the passage of becoming takes us close to the impossible in order to convey the ubiquity of moral silence, and with the simple determination of a character like Nathan, agitate against that silence.

In her book Ethics since 1900, Mary Warnock emphasises the empirical nature of most modern theories of ethics, how A. J. Ayer ‘characterized ethical language as emotive…and displays very little…interest in it’ and quotes from Wittgenstein’s Tractatus:
The sense of the world must lie outside the world. In the world everything is as it is and happens as it does happen. In it there is no value – and if there were it would be of no value. If there is any value which is of value, it must lie outside all happening and being so. For all happening and being so is accidental.

In a world of ‘spin’ where advertising slogans dominate and propaganda finds a place, I have no reason to believe that this essentially logical-positivist account of morality with its concomitant doubting of identifiable value is not the prevailing one; it seems then to me that my arguments for moral connections driven by creativity have some credibility. I would argue that while value cannot be imposed, it is established in the movement of perpetual renewal. 
This world, the world dominated by Wittgenstinian silences, is one in which we live in the propinquity of the impossible. We either succumb to the safe world keeping the impossible at arms length by creating boundaries to help keep ourselves safe from the unknown terrors of the impossible – a position which relies on our passivity in order to flourish -- or we challenge it to become creative and empower ourselves. The impossible is that condition wherein the creative person cannot know whether what he or she says will make sense to the audience or can be provable by the standards of the world of being but to which he or she is instinctively taken in order to find new ways of saying things. It is the audience’s response to this open-endedness by the use of their own creativity that is crucial. We are made most human by giving ourselves lives in this way; lives that can be described by us beyond the limits of scientific tautology.
While my own claims for originality ought rightly to be subject to such qualifications as those of Bohm I quoted earlier, I have nevertheless tried to show how, by engendering a moral connection between audience and the revolutionary thrust of creativity in these works, I have, by my own definition of what that connection means, sought not to impose any preconceptions on the dramatization contained either in these plays or in this critique and met, at least, Bohm’s reasonable prerequisite. 	
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